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Abstract 

Bilateral investment treaties (BITs) have been an usual way of attracting investors and investments, through 

specialized instrument of international law focused on investment protection issues for over five decades. Unlike 

traditional, wide scoped Friendship, Commerce and Navigation treaties BITs were traditionally concluded 

between developed and developing countries. But BITs  came a long way since 1960s. Early BITs were rather 

simple, relatively easy to negotiate with plain clauses granting for example general most-favoured nation and 

national treatment or fair and equitable treatment, without any further explanations. They also established very 

general rules of investor-state dispute settlement.  

Such a pattern is clearly visible in majority of BITs concluded by former communist states in Eastern and 

Central Europe. During 1990s they concluded BITs with many developed states, mainly on a basis on a 

developed partner’s model BITs. Their main goal was to attract investors by convincing them, that their rights 

during transition period would be respected.  Generally governments of  postcommunist states faced prisoner 

dilemma game with conclusion of BIT as a strictly dominant strategy. The sovereignity cost of concluding a BIT 

used to be smaller than the loss resulting from discouraging the foreign investors.  After accession to the EU of 

majority of these states, their BITs remained in force despite being obsolete and usually more favorable to an 

investor then to a state.  

EU accession of NMS in 2004 and 2007 coincided with changes in investment law, where BITs became more 

detailed, with precisely defined scopes of clauses of treatment and exceptions, better secured state rights to 

regulate and more elaborated ISDS. At the same time such BITs where more difficult to negotiate. Time 

consuming negotiations were caused by the need to meet expectations of societies as well as to adjust to 

interpretations made in various judgments. Consequently, concluding a BIT in that time was accompanied by 

additional costs. Thus, the assumption that cost of concluding an investment treaty is smaller than the possible 

losses resulting from lack of BIT did not hold, governments of EU NMS played games other than prisoner 

dilemma (chicken game or asymmetric games).    

Final step of development of BIT for EU NMS is caused by a shift of competence in the Lisbon Treaty followed 

by a process of conclusion of EU’s agreements with provisions concerning protection of investments. So far they 

have been concluded as a part of trade deals (e.g. with Canada, Viet Nam, Sinagapore, Japan, Mexico) but they 

are becoming more on more frequent with an objective to conclude also separate EU BITs (currently there is one 

negotiated with China). Due to Lisbon Treaty not only governments of EU NMS but also the European 

Commission  can play strategic games illustrating concluding BITs. The possible participation of new player 

obviously changes the payoffs and the equilibria of games.   
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1. Introduction 

BITs have been an usual way of attracting investors and investments, through specialized 

instrument of international law focused on investment protection issues for over five decades. 

Unlike traditional, wide scoped FCN treaties, BITs were traditionally concluded between 

developed and developing countries. But BITs  came a long way since 1960s. Early BITs 

were simple, relatively easy to negotiate with plain clauses granting e.g. general most-

favoured nation and national treatment or fair and equitable treatment, without any further 

explanations. They also established very general rules of investor-state dispute settlement. 

Such a pattern is clearly visible in BITs of former communist states in Eastern and Central 

Europe. During 1990s they concluded BITs with many developed states, mainly on a basis of 

a developed partner’s model BITs. Their main goal was to attract investors by convincing 

them, that their rights during transition period would be respected.  Generally governments of  

post-communist states faced prisoner dilemma game with conclusion of BIT as a strictly 

dominant strategy. The sovereignty cost of concluding a BIT used to be smaller than the loss 

resulting from discouraging the foreign investors.  After accession to the EU, their BITs 

remained in force despite being obsolete and usually more favorable to an investor then to a 

state. 

EU accession of NMS in 2004 and 2007 coincided with changes in investment law. BITs 

became more detailed, with precisely defined scopes of clauses and exceptions, better secured 

state rights to regulate and more elaborated ISDS. But such BITs were more difficult to 

negotiate. Time consuming negotiations were caused by the need to meet expectations of 

societies, to adjust to interpretations of arbitrators. Consequently, concluding a BIT in that 

time was accompanied by additional costs. Thus, the assumption that cost of concluding an 

investment treaty is smaller than the possible losses resulting from lack of BIT did not hold, 

governments of EU NMS played games other than prisoner dilemma (chicken game or 

asymmetric games). 

Final step of development of BIT for EU NMS is caused by a shift of competence in the 

Lisbon Treaty followed by a process of conclusion of EU’s agreements aiming to protect 

investments. So far they have been concluded as a part of trade deals (e.g. with Canada, Viet 

Nam, Sinagapore, Japan, Mexico) but they are becoming more on more frequent with an 

objective to conclude also separate EU BITs (currently there is one negotiated with China). 

Due to Lisbon Treaty not only governments of EU NMS but also the European Commission 

can play strategic games illustrating concluding BITs. The possible participation of new 

player obviously changes the payoffs and the equilibria of games. 

 

2. BITs – what they are concluded for? 

International investment law is a youngest part of international economic law. It was born 

when good old Friendship, Navigation and Commerce (FCN) Treaty became obsolete and less 

useful after creation of GATT and multilateral trading system. Investment treaties still needed 

to provide some basic standards of treatment for international investments such as national 

treatment or protection against unlawful expropriation. More specialized instrument was 

needed to tackle with these issues. Therefore in 1959 the famous first bilateral investment 
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treaty between Germany and Pakistan was concluded, and then other countries such as France 

and Switzerland followed this pattern2.  

Oldest BITs were rather simple. The first ever BIT has only 14 article and did not consist of 

further famous clauses – investor-state dispute settlement and fair and equitable treatment 

clause, although they were developed shortly afterwards. Main reason why BITs were 

concluded had been attracting new investments from developed states by developing states. 

Ties between developing and developed countries were not close enough to conclude FCN 

Treaties, but at the same time developed states needed some additional reassurance that their 

rights, basically arising from international customary law are in fact guaranteed3. 

For decades minimum standard of treatment was questioned by some of developing states. 

Throughout XIX and beginning of XX century Latin American states invoked so called Calvo 

Doctrine to claim that aliens, including alien companies are not entitled to any more rights 

than its own nationals and companies, even if these rights are inferior to minimum standard of 

treatment. Although it was confirmed in international adjudication that minimum standard of 

treatment exists at the beginning of XX century4. Also principle that expropriation should be 

compensated was confirmed in these judgments. Although arbitrators recalled these old 

judgments in their rulings, it was within a framework of international customary law, but 

rather bilateral treaties signed by parties. Even though possibility of suing states by investors 

directly in front of international arbitration is perceived as a great achievement and novelty of 

international arbitration law, it was also designed similarly to international claims 

commissions that functioned in XIX and at the beginning of  XX century5. 

So, what was a driving force of international investment law? When it became so popular to 

conclude BIT, that we have now around 2500 treaties, they became more and more 

standardized. On the other hand popularity of investment dispute settlement let the clauses not 

only standardize but also develop throughout time, to better suit needs of states as well as 

investors. In recent years international law also started to better suit need of civil society in 

contracting states. Therefore, the wording of clauses needed to change and negotiations 

became more demanding. It is especially clear when we compare BITs concluded by EU 

NMS with newest investment agreements concluded by the EU itself.  

 

3. BITs concluded by the EU new member states 

 

New member states, majority of which are former communist states started concluding BIT 

relatively late – in early 1990s. Their main goal was clearly to attract much needed 

investments, preferably from developed states. Therefore their position in negotiations was 

                                                           
2
 A. B. Zampetti, P. Sauvé, International investment, “Research Handbook in International Economic Law, eds, 

A. T. Guzman, A. O. Sykes, 2007, p. 215. 
3
 International Investment Law : The Sources of Rights and Obligations, ed. E. de Brabandere, T. Gazzini, 

Martins Nijhofoff, 2012, p. 135.  
4
 Look for example at the cases such as Chorzów Factory, Germany v Poland, Judgment of Permanent Court of 

International Justice of 13 September 1928, PCIJ Series A No 17; Certain German Interests in Polish Upper 

Silesia, Germany v. Poland, Judgment of Permanent Court of International Justice of 25 May 1926, PCIJ Series 

A No 7. 
5
 See more: International Investment Law and History, eds: S. W. Schill, C. J. Tams, R. Hofmann, Edward Elgar 

Publishing, 2018, p. 9. 
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not very strong. On one hand they had very scarce experience in negotiating investment 

treaties on the other hand being in transition period their economies needed to attract foreign 

capital.  

For example Poland has concluded 63 BIT6 and all of them were signed (and of course 

negotiated) before 2000 and majority even before 1995. Only a few NMS decided to 

renegotiate their BITs afterwards, among them are Czech Republic and Slovakia. Among 93 

ever concluded BITs of Czech Republic only 14 was signed later then 2000, among them 

there are only few that replaced previous agreements. Similar situation concerns Slovakia. 

Among 64 BITs signed, only 20 were concluded after 2000. These are only examples, but 

they show not only dates of signing (and negotiating) agreements. They also show, that 

majority of BITs concluded by the EU new member states are obsolete and comes from 

previous generations of BITs. Therefore, it is so important for them to conclude BITs on the 

EU level. Nevertheless, even nowadays, they have a lot less bargaining power that the EU’s. 

To prove that we analyze certain examples of BITs concluded by these new member states 

and compare them to the recently concluded investment agreements of the EU. As there are 

only four of such agreements we concentrated on BITs concluded by NMS with exactly these 

countries. The EU is planning to conclude an investment agreement with Japan, with whom 

negotiations are reported to be finalize soon. But Japan in its investment law concentrated on 

closer parties, mainly from Asia and Oceania as well as some strong European countries. 

Therefore it has no BITs in force with any of the EU NMS. 

The BITs taken into account in our study are listed in table 1. The date refers to a date of 

entrance into force of a BIT. In a few cases there are two dates, are previous BITs were 

replaced with more modern version at the beginning of this decade. We mainly concentrate on 

standard of treatment clauses, as they are on one hand standardized and similar in various 

agreements and on the other hand they evolve during time.  

  Canada Mexico Singapore Viet Nam 

Bulgaria      2006  1998 

Croatia 2001       

Cyprus         

Czech 

Republic  1992, 2012 2004 1995  1998 

Estonia         

Hungary 1993  1999 1995 

Latvia 1995, 2011  1998 1996 

Lithuania    2003 

Malta     

Poland 1990  1993 1994 

Romania 1997, 2011   1995 

Slovakia 1992, 2012  2009 2007 2011 

Slovenia 2000 

Table 1. source of data: http://investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org/IIA 

                                                           
6
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 It can be clearly seen, that the older a provision in investment treaty is, the more vague and 

general it is. Although it needed to be taken into account, that various countries uses so called 

“model BIT” – a model of an agreement which is used as a starting point for negotiations with 

different partners. It depends on a strength of a given partner whether provisions of a model 

stay or will be modified during negotiations. Model BIT is usually used for example by 

Canada since 2004. If we take into account that all of BITs with NMS were concluded before 

that date it had limited influence on how these BITs have been drafted. On the other hand 

among new member states only Czech Republic is claimed to use a draft model BIT since 

1999, but an official Model BIT was adopted in 2016 (as well as Slovak Model BIT). Other 

former communist states have not been using BIT model. It is worth to notice, that some of 

Canada’s BITs with NMS were renegotiated in early 2010s. Although it might have been seen 

as an effort to modernize them it was also claimed that a main goal was to adjust them better 

to the EU membership of these countries
7
. It is difficult to verify in fact, which of these 

hypothesis is true, but changes in such crucial provisions as standards of treatment were not 

significant, especially taking into account major developments in jurisdiction concerning 

these provisions related to standards of treatment. 

Nevertheless, majority of the BITs concluded by analyzed states are relatively old. It is 

mirrored in simple clauses which are included into these BITs. All of the fair and equitable 

treatment (FET) clauses in agreements concluded with Singapore and Viet Nam are very 

simple with no particular clarifications or exceptions. They all have reference to only to full 

protection and security of investors and investments. The only exception is an agreement with 

Romania, in which there is no FET clause at all, despite a fact, that it was the most common 

provision at that time. Only Canada’s BIT, including older ones, with NMS consist of 

clarification, that the fair and equitable treatment should be in accordance with international 

law. It is a model taken from NAFTA investment chapter, where FET is understood as a part 

of minimum standard of treatment of customary international law
8
. Similar reference to 

international customary law can also be find in the newer of the Mexico agreements – with 

Slovakia. In newest Canada’s BIT renegotiated with Czech Republic, Slovakia, Latvia and 

Romania it was even stronger underlined, that FET does not go beyond customary law. There 

are also direct references to minimum standard of treatment of international customary law.  

Other clauses related to treatment are not much more diversified. There is a most favoured 

nation (MFN) clause in every one of the analyzed agreements. It have to be noted here, that 

MFN clauses in investment agreements evolved mainly in relation to its scope. The clause 

itself is rather traditional in wording and inspired mainly by MFN clauses in trade agreements. 

But contrary to trade agreements, where scope of treatment gained by the MFN clause in 

clearly defined by the scope of agreement (e.g. tariffs for trade in goods), it is not so obvious 

in investment law. The most controversial issue was always whether preferences gained on 

the basis of the MFN clause encompass not only treatment of investments and investors but 

also provisions concerning dispute settlement. The issue was one of the main legal problems 

in a famous Maffezini judgment
9
, where a tribunal widen the scope of application of the MFN 

                                                           
7
 A. K. Bjorklund, Yearbook on International Investment Law and Policy, 2013-2014, OUP, 2015, p. 429.  

8
 See article 1105 of the North American Free Trade Agreement, https://www.nafta-sec-alena.org/Home/Texts-

of-the-Agreement/North-American-Free-Trade-Agreement?mvid=1&secid=539c50ef-51c1-489b-808b-

9e20c9872d25#A1105. 
9
 Maffezini v. Spain Emilio Agustín Maffezini v. The Kingdom of Spain (ICSID Case No. ARB/97/7), Decision 

of the Tribunal on Objections to Jurisdiction dated 25 January 2000. 
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clause to the matters of jurisdiction granting permission to submit the dispute to arbitration 

without prior referral to domestic courts. 

If we take into account only BITs concluded by NMS, it is clear that the issue of the scope of 

application of BIT’s MFN clauses was tried to be tackled by clearly defined scope of 

application of MFN clauses even before Maffezini judgment. A good example are Canada’s 

BIT with these states, as even older ones grant MFN treatment to investments (without any 

limitations) and to investors for management, maintenance, use, enjoyment, disposal. Latest 

BITs with Canada are very similar in wording as far as MFN clause. Similar wording was also 

used in Mexico’s BIT with Slovakia. Other MFN clauses in analyzed agreements do not have 

any limitations as far as its scope. Nevertheless, they consist of traditionally used exceptions 

to MFN such as regional cooperation. Such a provision is also clearly inspired by exceptions 

to MFN clauses in trade agreements including GATT and GATS as well as regional trade 

agreement. Very interesting way of formulating MFN clause can be found in Viet Nam BITs 

with Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Romania as it consist of refences to fair and 

equitable treatment, even though there is separate obligation to fair and equitable treatment 

usually in a neighboring provision. Value added of such a wording is not clear to me, as it is 

obviously impossible to treat an investor in investment worse or contrary to the FET 

obligation in a situation in such case.  

Third clause of treatment usually used in a BITs concluded by NMS is national treatment 

(NT). Very often, in investment agreements NT clauses are combined with MFN whichever is 

better. Such a clause can be found in many of analyzed agreements, including all of Canada’s 

agreements and Mexico’s. It can also be seen as an influence of NAFTA’s on agreements 

concluded by these two countries. In many of analyzed there is no obligation to national 

treatment at all, which can be a sign of lack of trust between contracting states, as national 

treatment is always perceived as a strongest clause of treatment
10

. It is though surprising in 

agreements concluded in early 1990s and later. There is no NT clause in Vietnamese 

agreements with Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland as well as agreements between 

Singapore and Slovenia, Latvia, Hungary and Bulgaria. 

As the above analyze show, even though there were huge developments in international 

investment law throughout time, signs on this process are scarcely visible in NMS BITs with 

other states. BITs concluded with a given third party are very similar to each other, which 

proves, that negotiating power of NMS were not very strong, not only at the early stages on 

the process of concluding BIT (in early 1990s) but also later. It is expected to change, when a 

negotiating force is not a single member state but the EU as a whole.    

 

4. Investment agreements of the EU 

The EU started to be more active in the field of investment law after Lisbon Treaty entered 

into force in 2009. A new Article 207 par 1 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union (TFEU), which replaced article 133 in the Treaty of Lisbon, was heavily changed. 

According to the Article 207 common commercial policy is “based on uniform principles, 

particularly with regard to changes in tariff rates, the conclusion of tariff and trade agreements 

relating to trade in goods and services, and the commercial aspects of intellectual property, 

                                                           
10

 G. Schwarzenberger, Frontiers of International Law, Stevens and Sons, 1962, p. 220.  
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foreign direct investment, the achievement of uniformity in measures of liberalisation, export 

policy and measures to protect trade such as those to be taken in the event of dumping or 

subsidies.“. New wording refers directly to all aspects of the WTO law as well as to foreign 

direct investment without clarifying or narrowing the scope of coverage within this field. 

Such wording implies that the EU exclusive competence to conclude international agreements 

related to all aspects of investments – possibility of investing in the EU, as well as promotion 

and protection of investment, as common commercial policy is expressly qualified as an 

exclusive competence of the EU in the Article 3 (1e) TFEU.  

On the basis of these provisions the EU, beside staring to negotiate its own bilateral 

investment treaties
11

, the EU include investment chapters (or conclude separate agreements 

concluded together) with trade agreements. It concluded trade agreements with investments 

chapter concerning protection of investments with Canada, Viet Nam and Mexico. There is a 

separate investment agreement to be concluded with Singapore which accompany a trade 

agreement
12

. Investment agreement with Japan is going to be finished soon, but its text is still 

unknown. 

On the basis of already known agreements we can see, that analyzed standards of treatment – 

FET, MFN and NT clauses are formulated in a much elaborate way. The most significant 

example is FET, as it has recently become the most controversial clause of treatment. Many 

commentators see FET as a peril to regulatory freedom of states, causing problems with 

public policy and creating so called regulatory chill. As an answer to these allegations, the EU 

concludes agreements with precisely define fair and equitable treatment. In all of its 

agreements FET is explained as limited to denial of justice in criminal, civil and 

administrative proceedings, fundamental breach of due process, manifest arbitrariness, 

harassment, coercion abuse of power or similar conduct in bad faith. In CETA and EU-Viet 

Nam FTA we can also find targeted discrimination as breach of fair and equitable treatment 

and in CETA also abusive treatment of arbitrators in added. The definitions are open and can 

be modified by both parties of a given agreement. Such a definition gives much less space for 

potential arbitrators or judges to creative interpretation. It also prevents investors for claiming 

that regular change of public policy or legislation is a breach of fair and equitable treatment 

requirement from a BIT. As a result it is more convenient to states than to investors. We can 

therefore assume, that attracting new investments is not a real goal of these provisions. It is 

also interesting, that FET definition in all of the already negotiated investment agreements is 

very similar, which means that the EU successfully convinced its partners agree on its version 

of the FET clause. 

Also national treatment provisions in the EU agreements are not as simple as in the EU NMS 

BITs. First of all in every agreement national treatment is limited to management, conduct, 

maintenance, use, enjoyment and sale or other disposal. Therefore although antidiscrimination 

clause is very broad and supposedly covers all aspects related to investments, it has limits and 

cannot be overused and invoked in every possible during dispute settlement process. There 

                                                           
11

 The EU negotiates currently only with China, although negotiations are not going to be finished soon. 
12

 Such a division is a consequence of an opinion 2/15 of the Court of Justice of the EU, ECLI:EU:C:2017:376; 

due to this opinion protection of indirect investments and investor-state dispute settlement require ratification of 

member states, therefore Commission decided to conclude two separate agreements – one as an EU-only and the 

other as so called mixed agreement. 
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are also lists of existed measures that can be allowed despite being inconsistent with the NT 

obligations. Lists of these exceptions are annexed to the agreements.  

Also MFN clause are far more detailed. They consist of a disclaimer, that MFN treatment 

does not cover dispute resolution. They are also accompanied by lists of exceptions. It has to 

be also mentioned, that NT and MFN clauses in agreements with Viet Nam and Canada are 

not related exclusively to protection of investments as in BITs, but are a little bit broader and 

cover all aspects of investments – also its establishment usually covered by trade agreements. 

It is due to the fact that both agreements are combine trade and investment agreements, 

without a special chapter for investment protection. 

The most important difference between the EU agreements and traditional BITs concluded by 

member states are provisions related to dispute settlement. Right for investors to sue hosting 

states directly and in an independent jurisdiction, so called investor-state dispute settlement 

(ISDS), is the main achievement of investment law. In traditional BITs there is usually a 

simple right to arbitration. In older agreements ISDS provision are very general – an investor 

has a right to resolve a dispute according to the rules of International Center for Settlement of 

Investment Disputes (ICSID) and/or (it depends on an agreement) in accordance with the 

United National Commission on International Trade Law Arbitration Rules. The older an 

agreement the simpler rules of ISDS.  

In the EU newly agreed agreements (neither of the agreements is in force yet)
13

 the ISDS has 

been heavily reformed. The EU convinced all of its partners to establish a special Investment 

Court System (ICS). On the basis of each agreement there will be established a special body – 

permanent court exclusively to resolve disputes between investors and states concerning 

investments. It is going to be a court for first and second instances. Moreover, the EU 

negotiated with Canada and then replicated in other agreements many improvements to the 

previous system, such as provisions preventing “so called” forum shopping or enhanced rules 

of transparency. ICS was included into all of the EU investment agreements. 

Above mentioned provisions in the EU agreements compared with equivalent clauses in NS 

BITs show that negotiating power of the EU is far stronger than separate member states. It 

also proves, that the EU is able to set trends in investment law. 

  

5. Strategic games 

This part includes a various strategic games illustrating BITs from standard prisoner dilemma 

concerning “early” BITS to games referring to the incumbent treaty investments. The 

formulas for the payoffs are common, however the value of payoffs differ among games.   

 

Example 1. “Early” BIT with Germany/France/the UK = a standard prisoner dilemma 

A one-period game with the simultaneous movements 

One-period = 1991-1995 (the beginning of transition period) 

Player 1 (rows): Lithuania, Latvia or Estonia 

                                                           
13

 CETA is in force, but with an exception of rules concerning investments protection and ISDS.  
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Player 2 (columns): two other Baltic countries 

The payoff v  

If one country concludes a BIT, and those countries competing with it it for foreign capital do not, it attracts 

more capital. Due to this outcome, its economy does better than the average of countries to which it is compared. 

It gains from concluding the treaty. However, it has to bear the costs (sovereignty cost, additional cost connected 

with negotiations etc.). Thus, v equals the benefits from alluring more foreign capital than other countries minus 

the costs of concluding a BIT
14

. The payoff v can be positive, negative or zero.   

 

The payoff zero 

No country concludes a BIT. There are no benefits and no costs.  

 

The payoff y 

All countries conclude BITs. They still have to pay costs, but they do not get anything in return as every country 

can attract the similar amount of foreign capital. Thus, y equals zero minus the costs. The payoff y is always 

negative.  

 

The payoff z 

If the others conclude investment treaties and one country does not, foreign capital is likely to stay outside this 

country. Compared to its peers, its economic performance deteriorates, but the country does not bear the costs
15

. 

Thus, z equals the losses from alluring less foreign capital than other countries. The payoff z is always negative.   

Due to the scarcity of capital, the governments of all Baltic countries assume that the benefits from alluring more 

foreign capital than other countries which do not conclude a BIT with Germany/France/the UK are much higher 

than the costs of concluding a BIT ⇒ v>0. 

Therefore, the governments of all Baltic countries assume that the costs of concluding a BIT is lower than the 

absolute value of the losses stemming from alluring less foreign capital than other countries in terms of lack of a 

BIT (foreign investors may perceive the transition economies as the insecure host countries, thus lack of BIT has 

a significant negative effect) ⇒ y>z .   

 

v>0 

y>z 

 not to  

conclude a BIT 

to conclude 

a BIT 

not to conclude a BIT 0,0 z,v 

to conclude a BIT v,z y,y 

 

The Nash equilibrium in the pure strategies (there is no equilibrium in the mixed strategies) : {to conclude a BIT, 

to conclude a BIT}; Lithuania concluded a BIT with Germany and France in 1992, and with the UK in 1993; 

                                                           
14

 Ch. Engel, Governments in Dilemma: A Game Theoretic Model for the Conclusion of Bilateral Investment 

Treaties, “University of Illinois Law Review” 2008, pp. 305–318.  
15

 Ch. Engel, Governments in Dilemma: A Game Theoretic Model for the Conclusion of Bilateral Investment 

Treaties, “University of Illinois Law Review” 2008, pp. 305–318. 
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Latvia concluded a BIT with France in 1992, with Germany in 1993 and with the UK in 1994; Estonia concluded 

a BIT with Germany and France in 1992, and with the UK in 1994.   

 

Example 2. BIT with Mexico 

A one-period game with the simultaneous movements 

One-period = 2000-2009 (since 2000 – a final stage of the negotiations on the EU enlargement, the foreign 

investors claimed that CEE countries will become NMS in a few years, so usually they treated them as the safe 

host economies; the end of 2009 – the Lisbon Treaty ratified by all EU Member States; the EU Commission can 

conclude BITs on behalf of the EU) 

Player 1 (rows): the Czech Republic and Slovakia 

Player 2 (columns): all other NMS except for Croatia which joined the EU in 2013 

 

The payoff v  

If one country concludes a BIT, and those countries competing with it it for foreign capital do not, it attracts 

more capital. Due to this outcome, its economy does better than the average of countries to which it is compared. 

It gains from concluding the treaty. However, it has to bear the  costs (sovereignty cost, additional cost 

connected with negotiations etc.). Thus, v equals the benefits from alluring more foreign capital than other 

countries minus the costs of concluding a BIT. The payoff v can be positive, negative or zero.   

 

The payoff zero 

No country concludes a BIT. There are no benefits and no costs.  

 

The payoff y 

All countries conclude BITs. They still have to pay costs, but they do not get anything in return as every country 

can attract the similar amount of foreign capital. Thus, y equals zero minus the costs. The payoff y is always 

negative.  

 

The payoff z 

If the others conclude investment treaties and one country does not, foreign capital is likely to stay outside this 

country. Compared to its peers, its economic performance deteriorates, but the country does not bear the costs. 

Thus, z equals the losses from alluring less foreign capital than other countries. The payoff z is always negative.   

 

The governments of all EU NMS assume that the benefits from alluring more Mexican capital than other 

countries which do not conclude a BIT with Mexico are higher than the costs of concluding a BIT (Mexico is 

also a catching-up economy, therefore the negotiations and concluding a BIT with Mexico appear to be a not 

very challenging project) ⇒ v>0. 

The Governments of the Czech Republic and Slovakia assume that the costs of concluding a BIT is lower than 

the absolute value of the losses stemming from alluring less Mexican capital than other countries in terms of lack 

of a BIT. The possible reasons: (1) Mexican capital seems to be quite important for the economic performance 

(also the fact that earlier Germany concluded a BIT with Mexico matters due to the links between Slovak, 

Czech, German and also Mexican industries, for example automotive industry) ⇒ y1>z1.  
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The governments of other EU NMS assume that the costs of concluding a BIT is higher than the absolute value 

of the losses resulting from alluring less Mexican capital than other countries in terms of lack of a BIT. The 

possible reasons: (1) Mexican capital is not crucial for the economic performance; (2) the EU accession 

guarantees the safety for Mexican capital regardless concluding a BIT⇒ y2<z2. 

   

v>0>y1>z1 

v>0>z2>y2 

 

 not to  

conclude a BIT 

to conclude a 

BIT 

not to conclude a BIT 0,0 z1,v 

to conclude a BIT v,z2 y1,y2 

 

The Nash equilibrium in the pure strategies (there is no equilibrium in the mixed strategies): {to conclude a BIT, 

not to conclude a BIT}; Czech Republic and Slovenia concluded a BIT with Mexico in 2004 and 2009 

respectively; Bulgaria, Cyprus, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Malta, Poland, Romania and Slovenia did 

not conclude a BIT with Mexico. 

  

Example 3. BIT with Japan 

A one-period game with the simultaneous movements 

One-period = since 2009 (the end of 2009 – the Lisbon Treaty ratified by all EU Member States; the EU 

Commission can conclude BITs on behalf of the EU) 

Player 1 (rows): single New EU Member State 

Player 2 (columns): the rest of EU NMS 

 

The payoff v  

If one country concludes a BIT, and those countries competing with it it for foreign capital do not, it attracts 

more capital. Due to this outcome, its economy does better than the average of countries to which it is compared. 

It gains from concluding the treaty. However, it has to bear the  costs (sovereignty cost, additional cost 

connected with negotiations etc.). Thus, v equals the benefits from alluring more foreign capital than other 

countries minus the costs of concluding a BIT. The payoff v can be positive, negative or zero.   

 

The payoff zero 

No country concludes a BIT. There are no benefits and no costs.  

 

The payoff y 

All countries conclude BITs. They still have to pay costs, but they do not get anything in return as every country 

can attract the similar amount of foreign capital. Thus, y equals zero minus the costs. The payoff y is always 

negative.  
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The payoff z 

If the others conclude investment treaties and one country does not, foreign capital is likely to stay outside this 

country. Compared to its peers, its economic performance deteriorates, but the country does not bear the costs. 

Thus, z equals the losses from alluring less foreign capital than other countries. The payoff z is always negative.   

The governments of all EU NMS assume that the benefits from alluring more Japanese capital than other 

countries which do not conclude a BIT with Japan are lower than the costs of concluding a BIT (Japan is one of 

the most advanced economy in the world and can be a really demanding partner, thus the negotiations and 

concluding a BIT with Japan appear to be an extremely challenging project) ⇒ v<0. 

Therefore, the governments of all EU NMS assume that the costs of concluding a BIT is higher than the absolute 

value of the losses resulting from attracting less Japanese capital than other countries in terms of lack of a BIT ⇒ 

y<z.   

 

v<0 

y<z 

 not to  

conclude a BIT 

to conclude a 

BIT 

not to conclude a BIT 0,0 z,v 

to conclude a BIT v,z y,y 

 

The Nash equilibrium in the pure strategies (there is no equilibrium in the mixed strategies): {not to conclude a 

BIT, to conclude a BIT}; EU NMS did not conclude a BIT with Japan. 

Probably the governments of all EU NMS claim that the EU Commission is a much stronger player than a single 

EU NMS in the challenging BIT negotiations with Japan.  

6. Conclusion     

Although BITs were one of the most popular way of protecting investing abroad, post-

communist states of the Eastern and Central Europe joined this trend rather late – in late 

80ties and in 90ties, when majority of its BIT was concluded. Then, governments of states 

from this region played in a game of structure of prisoner dilemma. Conclusion of fairly not 

complicated, easy to negotiate agreement was a dominant strategy. Cost of losing sovereignty 

after conclusion of a BIT was much less then the cost of loosing potential investor from 

abroad, when every other states from the region already concluded a BIT and a given state 

would be the only one without proper and most popular protection of investors and 

investments. As a result we got very simple, similar to each other agreements concluded with 

many NMS with z given partner. It proves that negotiating power of this states were not 

strong at the time, while its need to attract investments was much stronger. 

Nowadays negotiating BIT is far more costly, especially when NMS want to conclude it with 

an economically and politically stronger partner such as Japan, who do not have any BITs 

with any of NMS. In such a situation strategy of concluding BIT is dominated by strategy of 

not-concluding it. Moreover, NMS can count on the European Union and European 

Commission to conclude investment agreements for the whole block and at the same time also 
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for them. EC has far stronger negotiating power and position in international talks. It is 

therefore better not to conclude a BIT now and wait for the all-EU investment agreement. 

At the same time also third scenario, a mixed one is in fact possible. There could be some 

specific circumstances and geographic or economic factors that make even higher negotiating 

costs are smaller that costs of losing investors (or rather not gaining new ones). In such 

circumstances a state can conclude an agreement while others are not willing to follow. 

Although it can only be truth with partners who are not expected to conclude an EI wide 

investment agreement any time soon. 
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